Where, when and how much solar is available? A provincial-scale solar resource assessment for China
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ABSTRACT

Integrating variable energy resources, notably solar and wind, requires better understanding of where, when and how much of variable resources are available. China’s ambitious solar energy development goal will be greatly facilitated by the resources assessment at higher spatial and temporal resolution. We utilized 10-year hourly solar irradiation data from 2001 to 2010 from 200 representative locations to develop provincial solar availability profiles. We found that China has a potential stationary solar capacity from 4700 GW to 39300 GW, distributed solar about 200 GW, and the annual solar output could reach 6900 TWh to 70100 TWh. Resources are most concentrated in northwest provinces, topped by Inner Mongolia, Xinjiang and Gansu. The challenge of solar development in China is integration rather than resources. The spatial and temporal variation of the solar resource show an efficient, robust, and interconnected national grid and sound energy planning would be necessary to facilitate the integration of these vastly available but variable solar resources.

1. Introduction

China’s solar power installed capacity has been growing at an unprecedented pace. China’s solar photovoltaic (PV) accumulated installed capacity has reached 28.05 gigawatts (GW) by the end of 2014, including 23.38 GW of stationary PV and 4.67 GW of distributed PV, resulting in a 30-fold increase of capacity from 0.9 GW in 2010 [1,2]. The total solar electricity generation was 25 TWh in 2014, accounting for about 0.45% of China’s total electricity consumption in the same year [3]. The share of solar energy in total generation is still small, however, the rapid growth and expanding installation of solar power has increasingly posed a real challenge for the grid [4,5].

Solar, similar to wind, is referred to as a variable energy resource because its electricity production varies based on the availability of sun. Some aspects of solar variability are predictable, for example, sunrise and sunset. Other aspects, such as intermittent cloud cover or other types of weather change, are much less so. The spatial imbalance and temporal variation make solar generation difficult to integrate [6]. The variability of the solar resource, impacts the availability, dispatchability, and reliability of the electricity [7]. Better solar resources assessment is fundamental for proper plant placement, transmission interconnection planning, system integration, and market operations.

The existing literature on solar resources assessment in China has focused on the theoretical potential at national level or a specific region, without giving the spatial and temporal variation and availability. Zhou et al. (2010) used the daily irradiation and sunshine duration data of 163 meteorological stations in Shaanxi, Qinghai, Gansu, and Xinjiang and provided a spatial distribution of solar radiation in those provinces [8]. A few other provinces have conducted resource assessments for distributed solar, for example, Jiangsu and Shandong [9]. Those studies shed lights on overall resources assessment, but do not provide the necessary spatial resolution or give sufficient attention on the temporal variability of solar resources.

China has proposed a target to have 21 GW solar power capacity...
(11 GW station and 10 GW distributed) by 2015 and 50 GW capacity (23 GW station and 27 GW distributed) by 2020 in the Solar Power Development 12th Five Year Plan [10]. It was then upgraded to 70 GW by 2017 and 100 GW by 2020 to boom domestic installation and cut air pollution, with a focus in Jing-Jin-Ji region (Beijing, Tianjin, and Hebei), Yangtze River Delta and Pearl River Delta area where air pollution are severe, and Qinghai, Xinjiang and Gansu where solar and land are abundant [11,12]. To achieve those ambitious targets and high penetration of solar power requires deeper understanding of the resources availability, both spatially and temporally. He and Kammen (2014) conducted a research on the availability of wind resources at provincial level [13]. This paper provides a comprehensive assessment of China’s solar resources at provincial level with hourly solar irradiation data.
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**Fig. 1.** China solar appropriate area map in the lower and upper case.
resources with an average GHI larger than 160 W/m², which is the Standard Weather Data (CSWD) [14]. We matched the locations with the hourly weather data from Chinese Irradiance (DNI), and Diffuse Horizontal Irradiance (DHI). We obtained information, hourly Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI), Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI), and Diffuse Horizontal Irradiance (DHI). We matched the locations with the hourly weather data from Chinese Standard Weather Data (CSWD) [14].

We pick those locations based on the following criteria: solar resources with an average GHI larger than 160 W/m², which is the threshold of GHI that are obtained from 3TIER, with a total of 200 million data entry. Each data entry shows the basic location information, independent to the wind sites); and spatial distribution representativeness within each province, which allows 4 to 6 locations in each of the 31 provinces in mainland China (excluding Hong Kong and Macau; Inner Mongolia is considered as East Inner Mongolia and West Inner Mongolia as they belong to two different regional grid systems). We created Thissen/Voronoi Polygon within province boundary of those 200 sites and applied Kriging method to interpolate the area that each site represents.

We accessed China’s national and province-level GIS data from the National Fundamental Geographic Information System. The land use and land cover dataset and the digital elevation model (DEM) dataset are provided by the Cold and Arid Regions Science Data Center at Lanzhou, both are at 1 km × 1 km resolution [16]. The land use and land cover data of 2010 was compiled by Chinese Academy of Science based on county level land use survey. The desert land use map is provided by “Environmental & Ecological Science Data Center for West China, National Natural Science Foundation of China” (http://westdc.westgis.ac.cn). The urban area GIS layer, where the commercial and residential solar PV is located, is obtained from Beijing City Lab [17]. We downloaded the protected land GIS layer from World Database on Protected Areas (WDPA) (http://protectedplanet.net/). We used PostgreSQL for data management and ArcGIS 10.0 and PostGIS to perform the spatial analysis.

We calculated the available land for solar development for each province by applying the following filters in the GIS modeling: DEM with elevation less than 3000 m and slope less than 1% in the lower case, and 3500 m and 3 present in the upper case [18], land use in the categories of barren land, as defined in the land use data that are available for solar development. We excluded forestry, cropland, wetland, water, woody savannas, shrublands, savannas, grasslands, snow and glacial, and protected land for stationary PV. Desert land is assumed into a lower case and an upper case by type of sandy land (Table 1). We interpreted urban construction land to

### Table 1

Solar resources classification in China.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Total solar irradiation</th>
<th>Average GHI</th>
<th>Diurnal peak daylight hours</th>
<th>Resource</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;6660 MJ/m² a</td>
<td>&gt;211 W/m²</td>
<td>&gt;5.1 h</td>
<td>Very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&gt;1850 W/m² a</td>
<td>200–211 W/m²</td>
<td>4.8–5.1 h</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6300–6660 MJ/m² a</td>
<td>160–200 W/m²</td>
<td>3.8–4.8 h</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt;5040 MJ/m² a</td>
<td>&lt;160 W/m²</td>
<td>&lt;3.8 h</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### Table 2

Setting of the upper case and lower case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Lower case</th>
<th>Upper case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elevation</td>
<td>3500 m</td>
<td>3000 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope threshold</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land use filter</td>
<td>Exclude all</td>
<td>Exclude shifting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>desert land</td>
<td>sandy land and semi-shifting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sandy land; Include fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sandy land, semi-fixed sandy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>land and Gobi desert</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The slope threshold is from NREL [19].

### 2. Methods and data

This study combines the geographic information system (GIS) modeling and solar simulation with a large hourly data set to study the availability of China’s solar resources. The hourly solar irradiance data from 2001 to 2010 for 200 chosen locations (Fig. 1) are obtained from 3TIER, with a total of 200 × 8760 × 10 = 17.52 million data entry. Each data entry shows the basic location information, hourly Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI), Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI), and Diffuse Horizontal Irradiance (DHI). We matched the locations with the hourly weather data from Chinese Standard Weather Data (CSWD) [14].

We picked those locations based on the following criteria: solar resources with an average GHI larger than 160 W/m², which is the threshold of GHI that are fit for solar project development recommended by China Meteorological Administration (see Table 1) [15]; site conditions are appropriate for building solar projects (independent to the wind sites); and spatial distribution representativeness within each province, which allows 4 to 6 locations in each of the 31 provinces in mainland China (excluding Hong Kong and Macau; Inner Mongolia is considered as East Inner Mongolia and West Inner Mongolia as they belong to two different regional grid systems). We created Thissen/Voronoi Polygon within province boundary of those 200 sites and applied Kriging method to interpolate the area that each site represents.

We accessed China’s national and province-level GIS data from the National Fundamental Geographic Information System. The land use and land cover dataset and the digital elevation model (DEM) dataset are provided by the Cold and Arid Regions Science Data Center at Lanzhou, both are at 1 km × 1 km resolution [16]. The land use and land cover data of 2010 was compiled by Chinese Academy of Science based on county level land use survey. The desert land use map is provided by “Environmental & Ecological Science Data Center for West China, National Natural Science Foundation of China” (http://westdc.westgis.ac.cn). The urban area GIS layer, where the commercial and residential solar PV is located, is obtained from Beijing City Lab [17]. We downloaded the protected land GIS layer from World Database on Protected Areas (WDPA) (http://protectedplanet.net/). We used PostgreSQL for data management and ArcGIS 10.0 and PostGIS to perform the spatial analysis.

We calculated the available land for solar development for each province by applying the following filters in the GIS modeling: DEM with elevation less than 3000 m and slope less than 1% in the lower case, and 3500 m and 3 present in the upper case [18], land use in the categories of barren land, as defined in the land use data that are available for solar development. We excluded forestry, cropland, wetland, water, woody savannas, shrublands, savannas, grasslands, snow and glacial, and protected land for stationary PV. Desert land is assumed into a lower case and an upper case by type of sandy land (Table 1). We interpreted urban construction land to

### Table 3

Total land use requirements by solar technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Land requirement (U.S.)</th>
<th>Land requirement (China)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average area requirement (acres/MW)</td>
<td>Land conversion factor (MW/km²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central PV</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-axis</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-axis CPV</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trough</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tower</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dish Stirling</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linear Fresnel</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The capacity weighted average area requirement with project larger than 20 MW for U.S. are extracted from Ong et al., 2013 [19], and are for comparison purpose.
the roof space that potentially available for commercial and residential solar PV installation. The installation capacity conversion factor in the U.S. ranges from 7.5 to 10 acres per MW (25–33 MW/km²), depending on the technology, array configuration, and tracking technologies [19]. The land use conversion factors usually have uncertainties depending on the technology and local condition, and Chinese sites are usually denser as land resource is scarce in China. In this study, we use the average 30 MW/km² for Central PV, and 25 MW/km² for CSP based on interview with solar project developers (Table 3).

The potential solar capacity is calculated from below,

\[ PC = \sum l_i \times l_{fs} + \sum l_i \times l_{ds} \]

where PC: potential capacity; \( l_i \): land area of land use type of grid i.

The selection criteria for stationary solar land are listed as the following: Solar radiation: \( GHI \geq 160 \text{ W/m}^2 \), Elevation: \( E \leq 3000 \text{ m} \) in the upper case and \( E \leq 3500\text{m} \) in the lower case, Slope: \( s \leq 1\% \) in the lower case and \( s \leq 3\% \) in the upper case; \( l_{fs} \) and \( l_{ds} \) are the land use factors of stationary solar and distributed solar as specified in Table 2. Stationary solar technologies compete for land which means only one technology can be built in grid i; distributed solar does not compete for space as residential and commercial PV use different rooftop space where appropriate. We considered 6 types of key solar power technologies: stationary solar technology including solar PV, concentrate solar power (CSP) with 6 h of storage, CSP without storage, and distributed solar including commercial and residential PV. This study does not include solar thermal technologies. All calculation are at 1 km × 1 km grid and then summarized by zonal statistics at provincial level.

The CF of each location by technology is simulated with hourly solar irradiation values using the System Advisor Model (SAM) developed by National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) (http://sam.nrel.gov) [20]. Using the power curve of most commonly installed solar panel modules [1], combining standardized setting of inverter and array setting, SAM is able to use the irradiation data, dry bulb temperature, and wind speed in the weather file to simulate the output of specific solar capacity at designated locations. The CF is then calculated by the simulated output and the solar capacity at each location. We used SamUL Script to run the bulk simulation.

3. Results

3.1. Average capacity factor, potential capacity and output

We calculated the CF, potential capacity and output by technology type in each province. We choose the central PV as a representative technology to show the results in chart. The annual
average CFs of each province are comparatively stable across years during the study period (Fig. 2). Therefore, ten years average CF is representative for the long-term CF in each province and is used in the calculation of potential output.

The ten-year average CFs of central PV, CSP, residential PV and commercial PV for each province are shown in Table 3. Xizang (Tibet), Yunnan, Hainan, West Inner Mongolia, Gansu, and Ningxia have comparatively larger CFs compared to provinces, they are either locate in the west at high elevation or in the south with better insolation, each has an average CF bigger than 0.2 in the stationary solar. Central PV and CSP have larger CFs than residential and commercial PV.

China has a national total potential central PV capacity from 4700 GW to 39300 GW and national potential annual solar output between 8000 TWh and 69900 TWh in the lower case and upper case respectively, assuming all the land appropriate for solar projects are developed for central PV. This large difference is caused by the inclusion or exclusion of those lands with a slope between 1% and 3%, and the fixed sandy land, semi-fixed sandy land and Gobi desert land (Table 2). The difference shows the spatial and temporal characteristics of solar resources are key to understand the availability and integration of variable solar resources.

3.2. Spatial variation of provincial solar availability

The solar resources potential varies cross provinces in China. Provinces with large solar potential capacity are most located in northwestern China for stationary solar and spread in the city clusters for distributed solar.

For central PV, Xinjiang has the largest potential capacity, close to 1400 GW, followed by Inner Mongolia, Gansu, and Jilin in the lower case. Qinghai and Shaanxi would move up in the list in the upper case if the desert land and higher elevation land can be used for solar development.

In the lower case, Xinjiang, West Inner Mongolia, East Inner Mongolia, Gansu, Jilin, Guangxi, Heilongjiang, Guangdong, and Shandong each has a potential capacity more than 100 GW. West Inner Mongolia has a potential capacity of 860 GW, combined with 540 GW in East Inner Mongolia, together make Inner Mongolia the province with the largest solar potential capacity. In the upper case, only Hubei, Anhui, Beijing, Xizang, Hunan, Chongqing, Jiangsu, Tianjin and Shanghai are with a capacity less than 100 GW, Xinjiang, Inner Mongolia, Gansu, Qinghai, and Shaanxi each has a potential capacity larger than 1000 GW. This shows solar resource are vastly available in China, however, the spatial variation across China and the concentration in northwest China are important geographical features of the solar resources.

Potential solar output has similar geographic pattern, the provinces which have large CFs also have large available land. Xinjiang, Inner Mongolia and Gansu are the top provinces, which have the potential annual output larger than 500 TWh in the lower case. In the upper case, Xinjiang, Inner Mongolia, Gansu, Qinghai, Shaanxi, Yunnan, Shanxi, Guangxi, and Guangdong have the potential annual output larger than 1000 TWh. Inner Mongolia, Xinjiang, and Gansu are the top potential producers, together accounting for 67% and 75% of national total central PV solar potential output in the lower and upper case, respectively.

For distributed solar, Table 3 shows potential capacity at provincial level varies at great scale, from about 0.3 GW in Xizang to near 14 GW in Guangdong for residential PV, and from 0.2 GW to 10 GW for commercial PV. This mainly due to the availability of rooftop space within the built-up area of cites in those provinces.
3.3. Temporal variation of provincial solar availability

CF is a good indicator to show the solar variation and its availability. We examined the hourly solar variability within a day, the daily solar variability within a month, and the monthly solar variability within a year for all the 200 chosen locations by province. Both solar and wind are temporal variable resources, however, compared to wind, the variation of solar follow the natural cycle of solar irradiation therefore is more predictable. The daily variability are extremely disperse and does not show any regular trend, however, all technologies show regular monthly (seasonal) and hourly variation pattern, due to the hourly and seasonal variation pattern of solar irradiation (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).

Using central PV as an example, all provinces have better availability during summer than in spring, autumn and winter. CFs usually peak in June or July. The highest monthly CF reaches as high as 0.3978 in Xizang in June, and the lowest is 0.0621 in Jilin in December. The difference between the highest and the lowest month of the same province can be as high as 0.225 in Xinjiang. The highest monthly average CF is in Xizang, which is about twice the lowest average in Chongqing. Yunnan has the minimum differences between extreme values. Other technologies follow similar pattern.

For the average hourly variation within a day, the CFs peak between 12PM and 15PM, as Chinese provinces all use China Standard Time but are actually cross wide longitude. The regional differences and temporal variability of solar resources show national coordination is needed to develop transmission corridors to transmit solar power out of the solar generation areas and coordinating the time of generation and demand. The integration and optimization of solar and other complimentary resources, such as solar and wind, solar and storage, solar and hydro, other flexible sources, and demand response/demand side management will be essential to deal with such temporal variation pattern.

3.4. Potential contribution of solar generation

Similar to the wind assessment, we compared the provincial potential solar power output with projected provincial electricity demand of 2030 and showed the potential share of solar power in total electricity demand in each province. We use electricity demand of 2030 as it is the best available year with projected provincial electricity demand reported by the Electricity Supply and Demand Laboratory in the State Grid Energy Research Institute [21]. Many uncertain factors may impact the solar energy development and the total energy demand in each province, for example, economic development and industrial structure, urbanization, competition and integration from other sources, investments and costs, etc. The potential/demand ratio of solar in total energy demand is therefore an indicative number to show the potential contribution of solar can possibly achieve.

Seen from Table 4, potential/demand ratio at provincial level varies at great scale, from 0.03 of demand to more than 100 times of demand. In the lower case, West Inner Mongolia, Xinjiang, East Inner Mongolia, Gansu, Hainan, Jilin, and Heilongjiang could each produce more than its demand. Inner Mongolia in the upper case could generate more than 100 times of the projected demand which makes it the heart for solar energy. Xizang and Qinghai have relatively high average CFs but unmatched output as most of the land at high elevation, greater than 3000 m, are excluded in the assessment. Nationwide, annual potential solar output could reach...
6900 TWh and 70100 TWh in the lower case and upper case, respectively (Table 5). The potential output at national scale shows China has more than enough solar resource, and the real challenges are cost reduction, investment need, and system integration.

3.5. Sensitivity analysis and uncertainties

We conducted sensitivity analysis on several key assumptions of the GIS model and land filter: the 160 W/m² GHI threshold, the 1% slope threshold, the 3000-m elevation threshold. We studied the relations between those factors and the potential capacity, and plotted them in Fig. 5. The results in the upper case and lower case are quite similar as the change patterns of those factors are the same.

Those factors follow non-linear relations with the potential capacity. The potential capacity is most sensitive to the 160 W/m² GHI threshold. However, as 80% of the land grids have a GHI larger than 160 W/m², the results have already included those available resources. The results are less sensitive to the 3000-m elevation threshold. The 1% slope threshold has big impact on the final results. About 40% of China’s total land cover is under 1% slope threshold. 3% slope threshold would increase to 60% of the total land cover.

In addition, there are many uncertainties that will impact the results of this study. The annual variations in some sites are not trivial, and should be incorporated into long-term assessment. The land conversion factor of different technologies, the rooftop availability in the residential and commercial land use deserve deep investigation so to make more accurate estimates. China is still in the midst of fast urbanization, more rooftop space will be available as the cities expand. Technology advancement is an active area to observe, if it enables building solar plants in more severe conditions that are not appropriate for solar development traditionally, or if the efficiency improvement would change the CF simulation, the results of this analysis will need update in the future as technologies develop.

4. Conclusion and discussion

China has released ambitious solar energy development goals. Knowing where, when and how much solar is available as the cities expand. Technology advancement is an active area to observe, if it enables building solar plants in more severe conditions that are not appropriate for solar development traditionally, or if the efficiency improvement would change the CF simulation, the results of this analysis will need update in the future as technologies develop.
We studied the diurnal and seasonal features of the solar availability at provincial level and found similar diurnal and seasonal variation patterns across provinces. The peaking time lag within a day and the differences across provinces offer opportunities for coordination. The diurnal and seasonal variability of solar and wind resources demand a larger, system-level analysis of China’s energy options with more careful investigation of technical and economic availabilities and the role of inter-province transmissions.
Integrating variable resources, notably solar and wind, requires better understanding of where, when and how much of variable resources are available. This study fills the gap of exiting literature by investigating solar availability in China at high spatial resolution and temporal resolution so to understand the spatial and temporal availability of solar resources cross China. By adding the spatial and temporal features of China’s solar resources, the results of this study can be used to facilitate local and national solar development plans and can also be utilized by developers and regulators to develop strategies on solar energy integration.
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